Introducing Me! is adapted from: Getting to Know My Child: A Guide for My Child’s Kindergarten Teacher by the National Center for Learning Disabilities.

If your child care provider gave you notes or assessment information about your child that you would like to share with the kindergarten teacher, please bring them to your family connection meeting or give them to the teacher at a later time.

Write Child’s Name Here

Revised May 2013
Introducing Mei!

(Please attach photo or draw a picture.)

Here is a picture of me with my family:

When I feel tired, I might:

When I feel angry, I might:

When I feel sad, I might:

When I feel excited, I might:

When I feel hungry, I might:

When I feel frustrated, I might:

Here are other things that I want you to know about me:
Child's Name: _______________________________

About My Family...

We speak the following languages in my family:

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Some things I'd like you to know about my family:

I live with __________ other children. Their names and ages are:

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Comments: __________________________________________

About...

My favorite food is: __________________________________

My favorite book is: __________________________________

My favorite toy is: ___________________________________

My favorite thing to play is: ___________________________

Other favorites: ______________________________________

I am good at so many things, like: _______________________

Comments: __________________________________________

About My Family...

We speak the following languages in my family:

__________________________________________

Child's Name: _______________________________
Welcome to Kindergarten!
ወደ ከጌንደርጋርተን እንኳን በደህና መጡ

My name is:
የወን እየ ያለው ላይ ይለፋ:

I like to be called:
ብወህ ስም መጠራት እፈሌጋ እሆኑ:

My favorite thing to celebrate is:
ማክበር የምወደው ነገር ከዚህ ለ ይለፋ:

Special people in my life are:
በህይወቴ ውስጥ ሌዩ የሆኑ ሰዎች የሚቀጥለት ናቸው:

People in my family are:
በቤተሰቤ የሚገኙ ሰዎች የሚቀጥለት ናቸው:

I live with:
የምኖረው ከሚቀጥለት ሰዎች ጋር ነው:

The best way to reach my family is:
ቤተሰቤን መገናኘት የምትችለበት የተሻ ቀጥል ሁኔታ ነው:

The best time to reach my family is:
ቤተሰቤን መገናኘት የምትችለበት የተሻ ጊዜ ነው:

Things I like to do:
ማድረግ የምፈሌጋቸው ነገሮች:

- Listen to stories / ጉዳሪኔ የሚውል
- Draw and color / ይህ መሳሌ ቀ በማቀት
- Play with other children / ከሳሽ ወዯ የሚጫወት
- Play quiet games / በጽሞነት መጫወት
- Play physical games / ከአካሌ መጫወት
- Play outside / የውጭ ቦታ መጫወት
- Play with things I can stack / ከገመት የሚጫወቱ ወይም (ማማጭን)
- Sing songs / መዝፈን
- Play make believe and use my imagination / ልማት የሚጫወት ሀገር ከሚጫወት በአይነ ህሉና መጠቀም (ኢማጅኔሽን)

Things I do not like to do:
ማድረግ የማሌፈሌጋቸው ነገሮች:

-
-
-